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ABSTRACT
A new theory and computer program for combustion instability analysis are
presented herein. The basic theoretical foundation resides in the concept of
entropy--controlled energy growth or decay. Third order perturbation expansion is
performed on the entropy---controlled acoustic energy equation to obtain the first order
integrodifferential equation for the energy growth factor in terms of the linear, second, and
third order energy growth parameters. These parameters are calculated from
Navier-Stokes solutions with time averages performed on as many Navier-Stokes time
steps as required to cover at least one peak wave period.
Applications are made for one--dimensional Navier-Stokes solution for the SSME
thrust chamber with cross section area variations taken into account. It is shown that
instability occurs when the mean pressure is raised to 2000 psi with 30% disturbances.
Instability also arises when the mean pressure is set at 2935 psi with 20% disturbances.
The system with mean pressures and disturbances more adverse than these cases has been
shown to be unstable.
The present theory has a great potential and all avenues of further studies will
































Derivation of Energy Gradients in Terms of Entropy Gradients
Derivation of Entropy Perturbation
Derivation of Integrodifferential Equation for Energy Growth
Factor from Entropy--Controlled Acoustic Energy Equation
Integrands of El, E_, E_, I1, I2, and Ia











































Time dependent variable vector
Velocity
Mass fraction
Energy growth rate parameters of first order,











- Time averaged mean quantity
o Reference state
1. _TRODUCTION
Unstable waves may exhibit a linear behavior initially under the low mean pressure, but
tend to oscillate nonlinearly as the mean pressure increases, resulting possibly in sawtooth
wave forms. Multidimensional effects become significant as transverse modes contribute to
instability. Chemical reactions, atomization, vaporization, and turbulent flow
environments must also be considered. With these complications affecting the overall
stability behavior, we come to the question: What is the most rigorous method of
determining combustion instability?
If time-dependent Navier-Stokes solutions for combustion capable of generating
both linear and nonlinear wave oscillations are available, this information alone may
provide qualitative interpretation of instability as to the tendency of possible energy
growth or decay. However, they do not provide quantitative data for instability. Will
there be, then, a "measure" of instability? In fact, there have been many attempts in
seeking such data, the so---called "growth rate parameter" [1-5]. Unfortunately, they are
normally limited to linear instability.
In order to accommodate nonlinear behavior, multidimensionality, and complex
flowfield phenomena, we introduce a new approach, the Entropy---Controlled-Instability
(ECI) method. The concept is similar to Flandro [6] in which the energy balance method
was used in deriving the expression for energy growth from the acoustic energy equation.
The focal point of the present study is the entropy---controlled energy equation which
automatically takes into account shock wave oscillations in determining energy growth for
instability. The asymptotic perturbation expansions of all acoustic energy terms lead to
the entropy---controlled--energy equation. Applying the Green---Gauss theorem and taking
time averages, we derive the stability integrodifferential equation for the energy growth
factor. This factor is solved in terms of growth rate parameters which are determined from
the Navier-Stokes solution.
The advantageof the presentmethod is to provide stability information during any time
periodof Navier-Stokessolutions. Stability prediction capability is, therefore,limited only
by the Navier-Stokessolver.
In the following, we shall describethe governingequations,derivation of stability
integrodifferential equation, solutionprocedure,and one-dimensionalexampleproblemsfor
validation of the theory. Extension to multidimensions and more complex flow fields is
achieved simply by adopting an appropriate Navier-Stokes solver. The present
formulation of stability analysisremainsunchanged.
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
2.1 Navier-StokesEquations
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where Tij is the viscous stress tensor
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and E is the stagnation energy
E = e -[-_ viv i = OpT -- + _ viv i
and fkiisthe body forceand qj isthe heat flux vector.
N
qj = -- AT,j + p D _ HkYk,;k=l
Here, A and D are the thermal conductivity and mass diffusivity, respectively. H k is the
total enthalpy of species k, Yk is the mass fraction for the species k, and wk is the reaction
rate for the species k. Example problems in this report do not include reacting flows.
Solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is obtained using the Taylor-Galerkin
finite element method. Details of the solution procedure are found in [7].
2.2 Entropy-Controlled Stability Equation
Suppose that the Navier-Stokes solution has been obtained with the results exhibiting
sawthooth waves. Our objective is to determine whether such waves are stable or unstable.
To this end we examine the conservation form of the energy equation,
(pE) + (pEv i - aijvj),i = 0 (2)
where the comma implies partial derivatives and aij is the stress tensor,
O'ij --P_ij-b # (Vi, j -[- Vj, i _ Vk,k_ij ) (3)
From thermodynamic relations it can be shown (appendix A) that
PE,i- p_P,i + _ S,i + P vjvj,i (4)
where S is the specific enthropy per unit mass. Substituting (4) into (2) yields
_--0t(fiE) q- E(flvi),i q- V i [fl_ fl'iq- _ S,i q" flvjvj,iI -(°'ijvj),i--0
.(5)
This is the entropy---controlled---energy equation, instrumental in determining the nonlinear
instability.
Assumingthat the Navier-Stokessolutions for density p, pressure p, and velocity v i
represent the sum of mean and fluctuation parts, we write
p =p+p'
p =_+p'
V i ---- 9 i + V_








From thermodynamic relations we may write the entropy difference in the form
1
where So represents the entropy at the initial state and S( il are given in Appendix B.
Our objective is to establish quantitative criteria whether the system is stable or
unstable when we are provided with the Navier-Stokes solution exhibiting wave
oscillations during unsteady motions. To this end, let e be the energy growth factor, e > 0
with e = 1 indicating the neutral stability. We then substitute (6) through (9) into (5),
expand each term of the energy equation in terms of e, integrate by parts (or using
Green-Gauss theorem), and take time averages
Writing (5) in an integral form
{ lfl [_-(pE) Jr E(Pvi),i Jr v i (p_ P,i Jr _ S, i + pvjvj, i -(o'ijvj),i] d_'l -- 0
Integrating (10) by parts,
I ° I[( a _- (pE) dfl + r gp vin i + v i ( n i Jr _ S n i Jr p vjvj ni) -- aijvjni] dF
--f_l [E,iPVinU (vi_), i Jr (Vi_)'iS Jr (PViVj), ivj] dfl > = 0
(i0)
(II)
where (.) implies time averages. A typical term in (11) for multiples of two or more
variables appears in the form
Here /_o term contains only the mean quantity, 6, the first order perturbation, 62, the
second order perturbation, etc. See detailed derivations in Appendix C.
It follows from (12) that the perturbed acoustic equation takes the form
(e2Et + e3E2 + e4E_)= E2I, + e312 + e413 (13)0t
Thus, finally, the entropy-controlled stability equation becomes (See Appendix C)
de (14)
- ale- a2e2 -- a3_3 = 0
where at, a2, and a 3 are growth rate parameters of first, second and third order,
respectively.
1 (15a)
a t = _ II
with
1 (i 2 3E2
a_ = _ -_.E_1I1) (15b)
a_=_-_lI3-2E-_+ (E-;1)2 - E-_I ] I
= I a( t)dfl )Et (
(15c)
(16a)
E_ = ( Ia a(_/dr/) (16b)
= I a(3)dfl )E3 ( (16c)
It : (Ia b'"dfl)-(It c_l'nidr) (17a)
I b(21df_)-(I c_2)nidF) (17b)I2=( _ r
I3 = ( in b(3'df_)-( Ir c_)nidP) (17c)
where (.) implies the time average and explicit forms of integrands are shown in Appendix
D. It should be noted that all terms with fl represent acoustic energy in the domain
whereas those with P denote acoustic intensities along the boundary surfaces. The linear
growth rate parameter al does not contain the terms associated with entropy whereas the
nonlinear growth rate parameters a 2 and a_ involve entropy-induced terms which are
expected to play a role in energy dissipation leading to limit cycles and triggered
instability.
The basic ingredients of integrands in Eq. (15) are the data from Navier-Stokes
solutions. The mean quantities are obtained as time averages of Navier-Stokes solutions
within suitable time segments and the fluctuation (perturbation) quantities are the
differences between the Navier-Stokes solutions and their time averages.
To gain an insight into a solution of Eq. (14), we may neglect the last two terms of
the left hand side of Eq. (14) and write
de
_T--ale= 0
which yields a solution in the form
e= art q- ci
(18)
(19)
To establish an initial condition we assume a neutral stability e = 1 at t = 0.





Under this initial condition, there exists a unique solution for any given al with t > 0. It
then follows that for stability we have 0 < e < 1 for - oo <_.a_ <_.0; for instability 1 < e < oo
for 0 < al < oo.
i
Although these criteria are not applicable for the nonlinear equation (Eq. 14), similar
initial conditions as postulated above can be used. That is, there exists a unique solution e
for any given at, a2, and a 3 with t > 0.
Solutions of the nonlinear equation (Eq. 14) may be obtained using
Newton-Raphson iterations. To this end, the residual of Eq. (14) is written as
At I 2Rn÷l,r = en+l,r- en,r--'_--- °tl (en÷l,r + en,r) + a2 (en÷l,r + en2,r)
3] (211+ O_3 (en3,l,r -b En,r)
The Newton-Raphson process for Eq. (24) takes the form
Jn+l,r/_en+l,r+t = - Rn+l,r
where the Jacobian J n+l,r becomes
0Rn÷l'r 2
= - 1 - _ (a t + 2a2en÷pr 3aaen+l,r)Jn÷l,r O e n+t,r
and
AEn+l,r÷ 1 = En+l,r+ t -- en+l, r
Thus for each iterative step, we have
En+l,r÷l = _n*l,r + A_n÷Pr÷l








To solve the nonlinear ordinary differential equation (14), we proceed as follows"
(1) With appropriate boundary and initial conditions, solve the Navier-Stokes
equations using a numerical scheme capable of handling shock
8discontinuities. Obtain p, vi, and p. The Taylor-Galerkin Finite Element
method is used in this study.
(2) Advance time steps (At) of Navier-Stokes solutions to obtain wave
oscillations to cover at least one wave period.
(3) Take time averages for the period nat (the range of n is approximately, 15 <
n < 150, depending on frequencies f, n is small if f is high), corresponding to
p, vi, and _.
(4) Calculate the fluctuation quantities as p' = p - _, v_ = _¢i - vi, etc., where p,
and v i represent Navier-Stokes solutions.
(5) Calculate the growth rate parameters al, a2, and a 3 from (13a,b,c).
(6) Solve the nonlinear ordinary differential equation (14) using the
Newton-Raphson method with a suitable initial guess for e. Ideally begin
with e = 1, neutral stability.
(7) Repeat steps 1 through 4 until the desired length of time has been advanced.
Note that for each time---average period in step 4, above, instability and stability are
determined by e > 1 and e < 1, respectively, with e = 1 being the neutral stability. If the
system is found to be unstable, then it is not necessary to proceed to the next time step.
However, for the entire ranges of time for which Navier-Stokes solutions are available, the
stability analysis may be performed if desired, even if instability has been found in previous
time steps. This is so because Navier-Stokes solutions are independent of the stability
analysis as formulated here. Rather, the stability analysis in this formulation determines
the state of stability or instability based on the current flowfield as calculated from the
Navier-Stokes solution.
4. APPLICATIONS
Our objective here is to prove validity of the present theory for combustion instability
analysis. To this end, onedimensionalnonreactingflow hasbeenchosenfor the geometry
of SSME thrust chamber with cross section area variations taken into account (Fig. 1).
The initial and boundary conditions for the Navier-Stokes solution consists of:
Pressure p = p + d _ sin (_ + 00)
% disturbance, d = 10, 20, 30%
mean pressure, _ = 500, 2,000, 2,935 psi
frequency, w = 2rf _>a/2L (L = distance between inlet and
nozzle throat)
Velocity (inlet) u = Ma (M = 0.2)
Temperature T = 1000 ° R for p = 500 psi
T=4000 ° R for p=2000psi
T = 6550" R for p = 2935 psi
Other constants used in this analysis are:
Specific heat ratio 7 = 1.2
Mesh size Ax = 1.685 x 10 -2 m
Courant Number C.N. = 0.6
The computational time increment At is calculated at each time step of Navier-Stokes
solution from the Courant number. Time averages for calculation of energy growth rate
parameters al, a2, and a 3 are calculated over 15 to 120 intervals of Navier-Stokes At's to
cover at least an average of one peak at any grid point. For simplicity, viscosity is ignored
in this example problem. The computer program listing is given in Appendix E.
The Navier-Stokes solutions were obtained using the Taylor-Galerkin finite
elements. Formulations of this method have been well documented and accuracy verified
in the literature [7].
_o
In Figs. 2 through 15, for each mean pressure and each % disturbance, the pressure and
velocity oscillations are shown at various locations, x = - 0.31, 0.05 m, and 3.05 m, along
with the corresponding energy growth factors versus time.
In Figs. 2 and 3, (p = 500 psi, d = 10%, T = 1000 ° R), we note that it takes 0.0163
sec. for the pressure at x = 3.06 m to begin decreasing and for the velocity to increase from
zero. Notice that shock waves develop around t = 0.14 sec., but stability is maintained
(e < 1) throughout since the mean pressure and disturbance are small.
The response due to p = 500 psi, d = 30%, T = 1000 °R, Figs. 4 and 5, is very
similar to the case for d = 10%. Although the shock waves grow in magnitude and the
energy growth factors increase, the system is still stable (e < 1).
In Figs. 6 and 7, (p = 1000 psi, d = 20%, T = 4000" R), shock waves grow and the
energy growth factors reach almost the level of neutral stability. But, instability has not
been observed.
The first instability has arrived at p = 2000 psi, d = 30%, T = 4000 ° R, Figs. 8 and
9, in the time interval, 0.045 < t < 0.6 sec, where sawtooth type shock waves at x =
3.06 m are prominent.
In Figs. 10 and 11, in which the pressure is raised to p = 2935 psi with T = 6550 ° R,
but disturbances are lowered to d = 10%, the system recovers stability.
With the disturbances raised to d = 20%, p = 2935 psi, however, Figs. 12 and 13,
notice that the energy growth factor rises sharply at t = 0.05 sec. where pressure decreases
to almost zero, but shock waves rise rapidly. However, the instability for this case is not as
severe as when pressure was lower (2000 psi) but disturbance was large (30%), as seen in
Figs. 8 and 9.
The most severe instability occurs when the disturbances are raised to d = 30%,
with _ = 2935 psi, Figs. 14 and 15. Notice that instability is spread over the wide time
ll
range 0.045 < t < 0.06 sec., rather than a single peak for the case of d = 20% above.
Similar situation existed for d = 30% with _ = 2000 psi. It appears that instability is more
sensitive to the increase in % disturbances than mean pressure.
In Figs. 16 through 19, the energy growth rate parameters c_1, _2, and c_3 versus
time are shown. When stable, the sum of c_1, a2, and a_ is negative for the case of
= 500 psi and d = 10% (Fig. 16). If unstable, however, the sum is positive for cases of
= 2000 psi and d = 30% (Fig. 17), _ = 2935 psi and d = 20% (Fig. 18), and _ = 2935 psi
and d = 30% (Fig. 19). Notice that as pressure increases the distribution of energy growth
parameters become oscillatory. It is important to realize, however, that c_ represents a
linear instability whereas c_ and c_3 contribute to the nonlinear instability as controlled by
entropy.
5. CONCLUSIONS
To our knowledge, the full scale Navier-Stokes solutions combined with rigorous
determinations of stability or instability during any time step of unsteady Navier-Stokes
solutions have been carried out for the first time. The key to this success lies in the fact
that the entropy is induced in the acoustic energy equation. It is shown that entropy is
calculated automatically, contributing to the shock waves and instability. For small
disturbances and low pressures the effect of entropy is negligible whereas it is activated
freely when the mean pressures and disturbances are increased.
To demonstrate the validity of the theory, the space shuttle main engine thrust
chamber geometry was adopted for one dimensional flow but with cross section area
variations taken into account. The computational results indicate that instability. (e > .1)
arises first when the mean pressure is raised to 2000 psi with 30% disturbances. Instability
also arises when the mean pressure is set at 2935 psi with 20% disturbances. The system




Basedon the studiesreportedhereinthe following recommendationsare provided:




Investigate effects of chemical kinetics.
Investigate effects of Reynolds number (viscosity).
(4) Investigate effects of atomization, vaporization, and spray droplet
combustion.
(5) Investigate effects of radiative heat transfer.
In summary, it is the opinion of this principal investigator that the present theory
has a great potential and all avenues of further studies will prove to be fruitful.
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Fig. i Geometry for one-dimensional Navier-Stokes solutions -
SSME thrust chamber with variations of cross-section
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Fig. 2 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 3 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 4 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
(e) versus time for _ = 500 psi, d = 30%, T = 1000°R.
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Fig. 5 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 6 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 7 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig, 8 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
(6) versus time for _ - 2000 psi, d - 30%, T - 4000 °R.
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Fig. 9 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors


























Fig. i0 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various loca=ions and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 11 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth fac=ors










































Fig. 12 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors





















Flg. 13 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 14 Navler-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 15 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors






Fig. i Geometry for one-dimensional Navier-Stokes solutions -
SSME thrust chamber with variations of cross-section





























Fig. 2 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 3 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 4 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 5 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 6 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 7 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 8 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 9 Navler-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. I0 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors




































Fig. ii Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors




































Fig. 12 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
(_) versus time for _ - 2935 psi, d - 20%, T - 6550aR.
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Fig. 13 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 14 Navier-Stokes solutions for pressure (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 15 Navier-Stokes solutions for velocity (a), (b), (c)
at various locations and (d) energy growth factors
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Fig. 16 Energy growth rate parameters _i' _2' e3
versus time, _ = 500 psi, d = 10%, stable
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Fig. 17 Energy growth rate parameters _i' a2' a3
versus time, _ = 200 psi, d = 30%, unstable
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Fig. 18 Energy growth rate parameters el' _2' e3
versus time, _ = 2935 psi, d = 20%, unstable
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Fig. 19 Energy growth rate parameters el' e2' e3'
versus time, _ = 2935 psi, d = 30%, unstable




DERIVATION OF ENERGY GRADIENTS IN TERMS OF ENTROPY GRADIENTS
From an ideal gas law
S-S o










P,i = CoP, i + _ ,i
Now the gradient of the stagnation energy becomes
E,i- (CpT-_+½vjvj),i
or
C v C v
E,i + ]_ P,i- _ p_P,i+ vjvj,i
Substituting (A.1) into (A.2), we obtain
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s= a [s,,, + s,_, + s,3, + s_4,] + So









EQUATION FOR ENTROPY INDUCED ENERGY GROWTH
From Eq. (11) and Eq. (A.3) the energy equation takes the form
"_- (pE) = - E (PVi),i - v i p_ P,i + _ S,i + P vjvj,i + (°ijvj),i
PVi PVi
= - E(flvi)'i "1_ S'i p P,i - PViVjVj,i + (°ijvj),i
v i
= -- (Epvi), i + PviE,i- ]_ (PviS), i + ]_ S (pvi),i - _- P,i
-- PViVjVj, i + (ffijVj),i
= [--(Epvi),i--_ (PviS),i + (oijvj),i]
+ [PViE,i+_S(PVi),i PVi ]
- -7 P,i - PViVjVj,i
Intetrating the above over the domain 12 and boundary F and taking the time averages
PVi
<_ _- (pE) dfl ) + (PVi),i P
fl fl
_ 1 (7ijVj]SidF>+<I [-pviE l_PviS+
F
where ( > denotes the time average. That is
t2




= _ = (_+p')(_-;')
P _+p' (_+p')(f)---p')
= (PP - pp' + pp'- p'p')
(_ _ p,2)
=(PP - pp' + tip'- p'p')(_=+ p")
(_2 _ p,2) (_2+ p,_) (c.2)
52
The numerator becomes
(__ p,_)(_2 + p,2)= _,_ p,4




+ (+ _3p,_ p_2p,) + (_ p2p,p, + _pp,2) + (+ _p,p,2
E = 7--Zi- -{- _-vjvj
=_+e_l_ +e(2) +e(3) +e(4_
]
_ _p,3) + (_ p,p,3)]
(c.4)
i _+i
= 7--1 - _ VjVj
P
1 (p'__._) + _jvj
e(I) = 7--Zl- p _2 p'
e(21 - _ p2 _3
ei3_ = _ p3 p4
i p,p,3
e(4) - 7-1 p4
It follows from (C.2) through (C.6) that
pE=(_+p')(6+e(t_ +e(2) +e(3) +e(4)
pE = _ + e(_e(t) + p'O) + e2(_e(2) + p'e(1))
+ e3 (_e(3) + p'e(2)) + e4(pe(4) + p'e(3))
1 1
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i" i E2 _ ,)+,' '
-- _'- ,
(c.D
where the energy growth factor _ was introduced with powers corresponding to the number
of multiples of perturbed variables.
Similarly,
PviE,i=(V i+v_)(p+p')(e+ell) +e(21 +e(31 +e(4))i
----viPe,i
[ '+ e 9_, iv i+r¢ i(pe(t),i+pe,i
c2 [v_ (ge(+
e3 [vi(ge(+
e4 [v i (ge(+
L
t) ,i -}- P'O,i) q- _¢i (ge(_) ,i + p'e(i) ,i)]
2) ,i q- p'O(1) ,i) "{- Vi (ge( 31,i + p'e(2) ,i)]
3) ,i q- P'e(2),i)+ _¢i(ge(4) ,i q- p'e(3),i)]
S (pvi), i= (S(i) + S(2) + 8(3) + S(4))(pvi + _v}+ _¢iP' + p'vi),i
----e (pVi),i S(l)
+ _218(1) (PVi),i + S(2) (PVi),i + S(1) (P'Vi),J
+ e3 [8(3)(P_¢i),i + S(2)(pvl),i+ S(l)(P'Vi),i + S( 2) (_¢ip'),i]
m








]+ + p'_) _,_,
_3 _4
+ _4 ___'_]_ p____3P'2/viP,i_ }_ (_3'2_pp___4 p )(viP,i- ]- '-
= PViVjVj, i
+e [_rq(vj_rj, i + _jvj,i) + (p_r i + _vl) ,_j+j,_]
_}_ e2 [_giVjVj,i _}_ (p'gi + _Vi)(Vigj, i _}_ 9jVj,i ) _]_ p'Vigjgj,. _





PviE = pev i
+ e [_ev_ + Vi (pe(i) + p'e)]
+ _ [v_(pe(,)+ p'e) + vi (_ec2_+ p'ec_ )]
+ E3 [v_(Pe(2) + p'e(1))+ % (Pe(3) + p'e(2))]
+ e4 [v_(pe(3) + p'e(2)) + vi (pe(4) + p'e(3) )]
PviS = e (_9iS( 9 )
+ e2 [S(L)_v} + S(2)PVi + S( 1)P'Vi]
+ c3[Sc3)_v_+ S_2_v _+ S_,_p'v_+ S(2_v_p']
+ e4 [S(4)_rci+ S(3)_v _ + S{2)p,v_ + S(3) rcip']
PVi (_ + p,)(Vi + vl)= _V i + e(_vi+ p,Vi)+ 2 , ,= epv i
T
°'ij = _ij + (Tij
2
O'ij = -- P_ij -]- ]_(gi,j-]- vj,i) -- _ #9k'k_ij
I I I t _ IO'ij------P _ij ÷ P'(Vi,j-{-Vj'i)-- ]_Vk'k_ij
I -- I -- l J -- 2 1 r
aijVj = (_ij _ O'ij)(Vj + Vj) ---- O'ijV j -{- e(O'ijV j nt- O'ijVj) + e O'ijV j
Substituting the above relations into (C.1) yields
0 [e2 E + e3E2+ e4E3] = e2ii+ e312+ e412
where













I, = (f_l [_i(_ec *' ,i + P'e,i)-k rci( _ e( 2, ,i + p'e( ,, ,i)
+ Sc 11(PVl),i + S( 21 (PVl),i + S( 1_ (P'Vl),i - (vl #,i)
P
p' _ _ p,2) }+ (-- p') (v#,_ + vi_,i) + (-P'# +- v_,_
+ ( IF [_{vl (pe(,, + p'e)+ Vi (ae(2) + p'e( ,,)}
l I 2 I
-- {S(1) pV_ Jr S¢ 2)lPrCi} "Jr {-- p'_Sij "Jr #(Vi, j -b Vj,i) -- a _Vk'k/_iJ } " Vj] n i dP}
(c.2a)
I,= (Ifl[{v_(_e(2, ,i + P'e(2,,i) q- _¢i(P e(a,,i + P'e( 2,,i)}
+ {s( 3_(_v_),_+ sc 2,(_v}),i+ s( _ (p'v}),3
p' _ p'p'
--{(---- P') viP'i + (-- -- + -- P )(viP 'i + viP'i)
p'p'_
p,a) rci_,i]
-- {(P'_¢i q- PVl) V]Vj'i + P'Vl (vjvj,i + 9JVj,i}] d_ >
+ < IF [-{vl (_e(=) + p'e(,))+ _¢i(_e(a, + p'e(_))}
- {S a)_Vi + S(=)_v i + S(t) p'v_}] nidP ) (C.24)
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13 = ( Ia[{vi(pe( a, ,i + p'e(2,,i)+ vi(Pe, 4,,i +/e,a),i)}
+ {So 4)(Pgi),i + S( 31(PVi),i + Sc 2, (p'vl),i}
p,p, _ p'p'2
T r




riP,i) --[P'ViViVi,i] ] dn>
+ <IF [-{v_ (}e(s , + p'e< 2) ) + vi (Pe(4) + p'e(3))}
-- {S(4)PVi + S(3) pv_ + S(2} p'v_}] nidF >
Performing the differentiation as implied in (C.19), we obtain
_ge e2I t + e3I f 3E22 + e413 = 1
-_-=2eE1 + 3e2E2 + 4e3E3 (ell+ e212+ e3E3)_/1-e
(c.25)
E2 2E3]
where higher order terms and those terms much smaller than unity have been neglected.
Thus, finally, we obtain
de (C.27)
-- _le -- O!2 e2 -- O_3e 3 ---- 0
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APPENDIX D








b ¢i) =(vi_+ _v_)( (_'-p _')+ vjvj),_+ v_p+ + _j_j),_
, , p'__t__f)1 vjvj),i -6 (_v_ + P_¢i),i(_-1 7-1-+_ (- (_'-_'_)+_ p





---- (v_ + P'vi)(71---_ (P' --P-p _ p') -b _jv]) + riP' ' ('_--11 __p+ ½ _¢j_j)
t I T _ pT
+ PVi (--71--- 1 (y --_ fl,2)-b _VjVj), i + (pv_ + P'_¢i)'i (?l-_-r_l >





= (_>+ p'v3(- (PP-E p'_)+ _-vjvj),_+ pvi _
1 (P')2 'Y ( (_ q_ p Vi), i q_ __
_ 7-i vip
_ (P'_ P..__p') riP,i_ (_ q.- K p'=) (viP,i + viP,i ) _ (p,p,2 __ p,3) Vi_,
-- (p'V i q- pv_) ViVj, i -- p'v_ (V.iVj, i q- VjVj,i)
C (2)
"-}-V jVj) -{- P_¢i (_3 '2-_4 p'3)) q- _[_--1 (P')3p_ 7 -1 P- i
1 ['_--11(P')2_p 7____1(fl')2]p (_v_ + p'9i)+ [7_-_ P'- "f_]_ 7-1 p'v_] n i
b{a)
--(VlP q- _¢iP') ( --_p_"44 #'3)'i q- p'Vl ((--___)(k_2 p'p' -_-'-_3 p, 2)
, , 1 (p'p'3" I q_ _[__1 (p')a 7.___ (p')3 ] (pvl q- P'Vi),i
q- ½ VjVj)'i - PVi _ '_4 ,'i _ _P P
_½ [._1__11 (P')2____.... (/9')2] (p,v_)i ____ [_____11 (I)')4 'y--_i-1(P')4] (P_¢i)'i
P P P P






q_ _ [7.__1._1 (P')3_ 7-1-7-(P')3](_V__ q_ p,Vri),i
P P
'7 P')2)- (p,v})- _ [!_1 (P')4 7___1(P')4 ] _¢ini
7-1 b P
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C READ IN INITIAL CONDITIONS
C







































































2010 FORMAT(/'/" PHYSICAL PROPERTY',/" *****************"
- " CGAM =',F7.4,4X, CAPAV :',F7.4,4X,
- " CONDT =',F7.4,4X," VISCY =',F7.4)
2020 FORMAT(/'/" INITIAL TIME STEP',/" *****************"




2030 FORMAT(/'/" ELEMENT TOPOLOGY',/" ****************',//
- ELEMENT',6X,'NODE NUMBERS')























































































































































C LOOP TO CARRY OUT GAUSS INTEGRATION
C NOTE : PERFORMED JUST ONCE IN EACH TEMPORAL ITERATION
C
C



















C IN THE HALF STEP
C























































































































INCLUDE BOUNDARY GRADIENT TERMS INTO RHS VETCOR


























GO TO (1,2,3), IEQNS
68
4
i DO 5 I=I,NPOIN
5 EQRHS(1) =EQRHR(I)
GO TO 9
2 DO 6 I=I,NPOIN
6 EQRHS (I) =EQRHU(I )
GO TO 9
3 DO 7 I=I,NPOIN
7 EQRHS (I )=EQRHE (I )
9 CONTINUE
C
C READ LUMPED MASS FROM STORED TAPE
C
C SOLUTION PROCEDURE OF ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS USING EXPLICIT
C METHOD
C


































































































































































































C WRITE AT EACH ICONT-TH ITERATION
C
C
C 'WRITE IF SOLUTIONS ARE CONVERGED
C
IF(RMSER.GT.I.OE-05) GO TO 20


























































































































































21 DO 25 I=I,NPOIN
25 EQRHR(1)=0.O
GO TO 20
22 DO 26 I=I,NPOIN
26 EQRHU(II=O.0
GO TO 20















































































150 DO 155 I=I,NPOIN
155 UVELT(1)=DENSY(I)*UVELY(1)*A(I)+EQRHU(1)/GMASS(I)
GO TO 180






















































































































































































PBAR( I} =P( f ITER, I_
78
79
443
C
C
C
C
C
250
350
UBAR(1):U(IITER,I)
RBAR(1)=R(IITER,I}
XRRR=XRRR*PBAR(I)
XUD-U=XU_+UBAR(I)
XSND=XSND+SQRT(GAMMu_PBAR(I)/RBAR(I))
CONTINUE
SOUND=SOUND+XSND/FLOAT(NXS_NTS)
RHHH=RHHH+XRRR/FLOAT(NXS*NTS)
SOUND=XSND/FLOAT(NXS)
RHHH=XRRR/FLOAT(NXS)
XPPP=XRRR/FLOAT(NXS)
PRINT*,SOUND,RHHH,XPPP
XU'CU=XU_/FLOAT(NXS)
STEP=DSTEP(IITER)
T=T+STEP
I07
I00
1031
C
C
CALL DO_tAIN(NECE,L,NINT,NEL,NX,WI.PHI,T,X,A,
- PBAR,UBAR.RBA_,E,G,PSTA,USTA,RSTA)
DO 250 J:l,3
EE(J)=EE(JI*STEP*E(J)
GG(J):GG(J)+STEP*G(J)
CONTINUE
CALL BOUND(NX,T,X,A,PBAR,UBAR,RBAR,ETA,PSTA,USTA,RSTA)
DO 350 J=l.3
ET(J)=ET(J}+STzP*ETA(J)
CONTINUE
IF(ICAL(IITER).EQ.I) THEN
ONE=ET(1)+GG(1)
TWO=ET(2)+GG(2)
THR=ET(3)+GG(3)
CONE=O.5/EE(1)
CTWO=EE(2)/EE(1)
CTHR=EE(3)/EE(1)
AA=ONE*CONE
BB=(TWO-I.5*ONE_CTWO}*CONE
CC=(THR-I.5*TWC_CTWO+(2.25*CT_O**2-2.0*CTHR)_ONE)*CONE
WRITE(24,1031) T,._A,BB,CC
CALL EULER(AA,BB,CC,TZERO,TEND)
DO 107 IJ=l.3
EE(IJ)=O.O
OO(IJ):O.O
ET(IJ):O.O
CONTINUE
ENDIF
CONTINUE
FORMAT(2X,4EI4 5)
PRINT*.!ITER,EE(1),EE(2),EE(3)
PRINT*,EE(1),EE(2),EE(3)
PRINT*,CONE,CT#O,CTHR
PRINT*,AA,BB,CC
TEND=T
CC
C
1000
C
C
DDA=ABS(AA-AAA)
DDB=ABS(BB-BBB)
DDC=ABS(CC-CCC)
RMA=AA**2+BB**2+CC**2
RMB=DDA**2+DDB**2+DDC**2
RMC=SQRT(RMB/RMA)
AXA=AA
BBB=BB
CCC=CC
TZERO=TEND
PRINT*,ITER,DDA,DDB,DDC,RMC
IF(RMC.GT.I.0E-4.AND.ITER.LT.I)
PRINT*,ITER,RMC
RETURN
END
GO TO I01
SUBROUTINE EULER(AA,BB,CC,TZERO,TEND)
COMMON/PARAMT/SOUND,GAMMA,ADMI,ADMO
COMMON/PVALUE/XLENG,TLENG, IPERT,PI,EPSI,VISCO
ii
i00
NT=IO0
EPSI=I.0
STEP=(TEND-TZERO)/(NT-I)
DO I00 I=I,NT
T=TZERO+(I-I)*STEP
EZERO=EPSI
EEND=O.O
CONTINUE
CONE=STEP/2.0*(AA+2.0*BB*EEND+3.0*EEND**2)
CTWO=EEND-STEP/2.0*(AA*EEND+BB*EEND+CC*EEND**3}
CTHR=-EZERO-STEP/2.0*(AA*EZERO+BB*EZERO**2+CC*EZERO**3)
DELTE=-(CTWO+CTHR)/(I.O-CONE)
EEND=EEND+DELTE
IF(ABS(DELTE).LT.I.OE-5) GOTO i000
WRITE(26,11) T,EEND
FORMAT(2EI5.3)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DOMAIN(NELE,L,NINT,NEL,NX,WI,PHI,T,X,A,P,U,R,E,G,
- PSTA,USTA,RSTA)
COMMON/PARAMT/SOUND,OAMMA,ADMI,ADMO
COMMON/PVALUE/XLENG,TLENO,IPERT,PI,EPSI,VISCO
DIMENSION NEL(NELE,L),X(NX),A(NX),P(NX),U(NX),R(NX)
DIMENSION WI(NINT),PHI(L,NINT).DPDS(2),EE(5)
DIMENSION QX(2OI),QA(201),QP(201),QU(2OI),QR(201)
DIMENSION QPR(2OI),QUR(201),QRR(201)
DIMENSION E(3),O(3),ENT(5),DE(201,5)
DIMENSION PSTA(NX),RSTA(NX),USTA(NX),S(4)
DIMENSION RV(5),DEX(5),DPVX(5),PR(5),PRV(5),DRX(5)
80
81
C
5O
150
i00
28O
DIMENSION RVV(5),DVX(5)
DPDS(1)=-0.5
DPDS(2)=0.5
DO 50 1=1,3
E(1)=0.0
O(I)=0.0
CONTINUE
DO I00 I=I,NX
QX(I)=X(1)
QA(1)=A(I)
QP(I)=PSTA(I)
QPR(I)=P(I)-PSTA(I)
QU(1)=USTA(I)
QUR(I)=U(I)-USTA(I
QR(1)=RSTA(I)
QRR(I)=R(I)-RSTA(I
PP=QP(1)
PI'R=QPR(I)
L'J=QU(I)
UPR=QUR(I)
RR=QR(I)
_PR=QRR(I)
C_LL ENTHAL(PP,PPR
DO 150 J=l,5
DE(I,J):EE(J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
UU,UPR,RR,RPR,EE)
[,_)200 I=I,NELE
[J_)250 J=I,NINT
X,:=0.0
_=0.0
PP=0.0
P','R=O. 0
[I_ I=0.0
UPR=O. 0
RJ_=0.0
R PR=O. 0
DO 280 JONE=I,5
ENT(JONE) =0.0
CgNTINUE
35O
300
DO 300 K=I,L
.qL_=NEL(I,K)
CON=PHI(K,J)
XX=XX+QX(NUM)*CON
_=AA+(_k(NUM)*CON
L_J=LrU+QU(NUM)*CON
UPR=UPR+QUR(NUM)*CON
pP=PP+QP(NUM)*CON
PPR=PPR+QPR(NUM)*CON
RR=RR+QR(NUM)*CON
RPR=RPR+QRR(NUM)*CON
DO 350 KONE=I,5
ENT(KONE)=ENT{KONE)+DE(NUM,KONE)*CON
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CC
CJCB=-O.5*X(NEL(I,I))+O.5*X(NEL 1,2))
CONE=CJCB*WI(J)*AA
E(1)=E(1)+(RR*ENT(3)+RPR*ENT(2)
E(2)=E(2)+(RR*ENT(4)+RPR*ENT(3)
E(3)=E(3)+(RR*ENT(5)+RPR*ENT(4)
*CONE
*CONE
*CONE
450
400
DO 400 KONE=I,5
DEX(KONE)=0.O
DO 450 KTWO=I,L
NUM=NEL(I,KTWO)
DEX(KONE)=DEX(KONE)+DE(NUM,KONE)*DPDS(KTWO)
CONTINUE
DEX(KONE)=DEX(KONE)/CJCB
CONTINUE
DO 480 K=I,3
DPVX(K)=0.0
480 CONTINUE
55O
DO 550 KTNO=I,L
NUM=NEL(I,KTWO)
DPVX(1)=DPVX(1)+QP(NUM)*QU(NUM)*DPDS(KT_O)
DPVX(2)=DPVX(2)+(QP(NUM)*QUR(NUM)+QPR(NUM)*QU(NUM))*DPDS(KTNO)
DPVX(3)=DPVX(3)+QPR(NUM)*QUR(NU_)*DPDS(KTWO)
CONTINUE
6OO
DO 600 KONE=I,3
DPVX(KONE)=DPVX(KONE)/CJ(.B
CONTINUE
DO 650 KONE=I,2
DRX(KONE)=O.O
650 CONTINUE
DO 700 KONE=I,2
NUM=NEL(I,KONE)
DRX(1)=DRX(1)+QR(NUM)*DPDS(KONE)
DRX(2)=DRX(2)+QRR(NUM)*DPDS(KONE)
700 CONTINUE
DO 750 KONE=I,2
DRX(KONE)=DRX(KONE)/CJCB
750 CONTINUE
810
DO 810 KONE=I,2
DVX(KONE)=O.0
CONTINUE
820
DO 820 KONE=I,2
NUM=NEL(I,KONE)
DVX(1)=DVX(1)+QU(NUM)*DPDS(KONE)
DVX(2)=DVX(2)+QUR(NUM)*DPDS(KONE)
CONTINUE
DO 830 KONE=I,2
DVX(KONE)=DVX(KONE)/CJCB
830;OONTINUE
%
RV(1)=RR*UU
RV(2)=RR*UPR+RPR*UU
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CC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
250
200
RV(3)=RPR*UPR
CA=I.O/(GA_-I.O)
CB=-GA_/(GA_-I.O)
PC=PPR/PP
RC=RPR/RR
S(1)=CA*PC+CB*RC
S(2)=-I.O/2.O*fCA*PC**2+CB*RC**2)
S(3)=I.O/6,0*(CA*PC**3+CB*RC**3)
S(4)=-l.O/48.O*(CA*PC**4+CB*RC**4)
CON=I.0/RR**4
PR(1)=PP*RR**3*CON
PR(2)=(-PP*RR**2*RPR+RR**3*PPR)*CON
PR(3)=(PP*RR*RPR**2-RR**2*PPR*RPR)*CON
PR(4)=(-PP*RPR**3+RR*PPR*RPR**2)*CON
PR(5)=-PPR*RPR**3*CON
PRV(1)=PR(1)*UU
PRV(2)=PRfl)*UPR+PR(2)*UU
PRV(3)=PR(2)*UPR+PR(3)*UU
PRV(4)=PR(3)*UPR+PR(4)*UU
PRV(5)=PR(4)*UPR+PR(5)*UU
RW(1)=RR*UU**2
RW(2)=2.0*RR*UU*UPR+UU**2*RPR
RW(3)=RR*UPR**2+2.0*UU*UPR*RPR
RW(4)=RPR*UPR**2
G(1):G(1)+(RV(1)*DEX(3)+RV(Z)*DEX(2)+RV(3)*DEX(I;)*CONE
G(Z)=G(2)+(RV(1)*DEX(4)+RV(2)*DEX(3)+RV(3)*DEX(2))*CONE
Of 3):Gf3)+fRVfl)*DEXf5)+RVf2)*DEXf4)+RV(3)*DEXf3)}*CONE
G(1)=G(1)+(DPVX(1)*S(2)+DPVX(2)
G(2)=G(2)+(DPVX(1)*S(3)+DPVX(2)
G(3)=G(3)+(DPVX(1)*S(4)+DPVX(2
*S(1))*CONE
*S(2)+DPVX(3)*S(1))*CONE
)*S(3)+DPVX(3)*S(2))*CONE
G(1)=G(1)-(DRX(1)*PRV(3)+DRX(2)*PRV(2)
G(2)=G(2)-(DRX(1)*PRV(4)+DRX(2)*PRV(3)
Gf3):G(3)-(DRX(1)*PRV(5)+DRX(2)*PRV(4)
*CONE
*CONE
*CONE
G(1)=G(1)-(DVX(1)*RW(3)+DVX(2)*RW(2)
G(2)=G(2)-(DVX(1)*RW(4)+DVX(2)*RVV(3)
G_3)=G/3)-DVX(2)*RW_4)*CONE
*CONE
*CONE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BOUND(N×,T,X,A,P,U,R,ETA,PSTA,USTA,RSTA)
COMMON/PARAMT/SOUND,GAMMA.ADMI,ADMO
COMMON/PVALUE/XLENG,TLENG,IPERT,PI,EPSI,VISCO
DIMENSION X(NX),A(NX),PINX),U(NX),R(NX)
DIMENSION EE(5),ETA(3)
83
1201
C
C ¸
C
C
C
DIMENSION PSTA(NX),RSTA(NX),USTA(NX),S(4)
DIMENSION RV(5),PV(5)
DO 1201 I=i,3
ETA(1)=O.O
CONTINUE
EONE=O.O
EISVO=O.O
ETHR=O.0
XX=X(1)
PP=PSTA(I
[fU=USTA(I
AA=A(1)
RR=RSTA(I
PPR=P(1)-PSTA(1)
UPR=U(1)-USTA(1)
RPR=R(II-BLTA(1)
CALL ENTHAL(PP,PPR,UU,UPR,RR,RPR,EE)
RV(1)=RR*UU
RV(2)=RR*UPR+RPR*UU
RV(3)=RPR*IJPR
CONE=RVII)_EE(3)+RV(2)*EE(2)+RV(3)*EE(1)
CTNO=RV(1)*EE(4)+RV(2)*EE(3)+RV(3)*EE(2)
CTHR=RV(1)'EE(5)+RV(2)*EE(4)+RV(3)*EE(3)
EONE=EONE-t'ONE
ETWO=ETWO--tTWO
ETHR=ETHR--CTHR
PV(1)=PP*UU
PV(2)=PP*UPR+PPR*UU
PV(3)=PPR*UPR
CA=I.0/(GF,$UvIA-I.0)
CB=-GAMMA/(GAMMA-I.0)
PC=PPR/PP
RC=RPR/RR
S(1)=CA*PC CB*RC
S(2)=-I.O/Z.O*(CA*PC**2+CB*RC**2)
S(3)=I.0/60*(CA*PC**3+CB*RC**3)
$(4)=-I.O/_,8.0*(CA*PC**4+CB*RC**4)
EONE=EONE--rPV(1)*S(2)+PV(2)*S(1))-PPR*UPR
ETWO=ETWO--,'PV(1)*S(3)+PV(2)*S(2)ePV(3)*S(1);
ETHR=ETHR-(PV(1)*S(4)+PV(2)*S(3)+PV(3)*S(2))
ETA(1)=EONE*AA
ETA(2)=ETWO*AA
ETA(3)=ETHR*AA
EONE=0.0
ET#O=0.0
ETHR=0.0
XX=X(NX)
84
CC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
PP=PSTA(NX
UU=USTA(NX
AA=A(NX)
RR=RSTA(NX
PPR=P(NX)-PSTA(NX)
UPR=U(NX)-USTA(NX)
RPR=R(NX)-RSTA(NX)
CALL ENTHAL(PP,PPR,UU,UPR,RR,RPR,EEI
RV(1)=RR*UU
RV(2)=RR*UPR+RPR*UU
RV(3)=RPR*UPR
CONE=RV(1)*EE(3)+RV(2)*EE(2)+RV(3)*EE(1)
CTWO=RV(1)*EE(4)+RV(2)*EE(3)+RV(3)*EE(2)
CTHR=RV(1)*EE(5)+RV(2)*EE(4)+RV(3)*EE(3)
EONE=EONE-CONE
ETWO=ETWO-CTWO
ETHR=ETHR-CTHR
PV(I
PV(2
PV(3
=PP*UU
=PP*UPR+PPR*L_
=PPR*UPR
CA=I O/(GAMMA-I.O)
CB=-GAMMA/(GAMMA-I.O)
PC=PPR/PP
RC=RPR/RR
S(1)=CA*PC+CB*RC
S(2)=-0.5*(CA*PC**2+CB*RC**2)
S(3)=I.0/6.0*(CA*PC**3+CB*RC**3)
S(4)=-I.0/48.0" CA*PC**4+CB*RC**4)
EONE=EONE-(PV(I
ETWO=ETWO-(PV(I
ETHR=ETHR-(PV(I
*S(2)+PV(2)*S(1))-PPR*UPR
*S(3)+PV(2)*S(2)+PV(3)*S(1))
*S(4)+PV(2)*S(3)+PV(3)*S(2))
ETA(1)=-ETA(1)+EONE*AA
ETA(2)=-ETA(2)+ETWO*AA
ETA(3)=-ETA(3)+ETHR*AA
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ENTHAL(PP,PPR,UU,UPR,RR,RPR,EE)
COMMON/PARAMT/SOUND,GAMMA,ADMI,ADMO
COMMON/PVALUE/XLENG,TLENG, IPERT,PI,EPSI,VISCO
DIMENSION EEl5)
EE(1)=PP_RR**3/CON+O.5*UU**2
EE(2)=(-PP*RR**2*RPR+RR**3*PPR)/CON+U'U*UPR
EE(3)=(PP*RR*RPR**2-RR**2*PPR*RPR_/CON+0.5*UPR**2
EE(4)=(-PP*RPR**3+RR*PPR*RPR**2)/CON
EE(5)=-PPR*RPR**3/CON
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RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GAUSS(NINT,SAMP,WEIGHT)
COMMON/PARAMT/SOUND,GAMMA,ADMI,ADMO
COMMON/PVALUE/XLENG,TLENG, IPERT,PI,EPSI,VISCO
DIMENSION SAMP(NINT) WEIGHT(NINT)
N=NINT
M=(N+I)/2
EI=N*(N+I)
DO 1 I=I,M
T=(4*I-I)*PI/(4*N+2)
XO=(I.O-(I.O-I.O/N)/ 8.0*N*N))*COS(T)
PKMI=I.0
PK=X0
DO 3 K=2,N
TI=XO*PK
PKPI=TI-P_MI-(TI-PKMI)/K+TI
PKMI=PK
PK=PKPI
DEN=I.-XO*XO
DI=N*_PKMI-XO*PK)
DPN=DI/DEN
D2PN=(2.0*XO*DPN-EI*PK)/DEN
D3PN=(4.0*XO*D2PN+(2.0-EI)*DPN)/DEN
D4PN=(6.0*XO*D3PN+(6.0-EI)*D2PN)/DEN
U=PK/DPN
V=D2PN/DPN
CH=-U*(I.O+O.5*U*(V+U*(V*V-D3PN/(3.0*DPN))))
p=pK+CH*(DPN+O.5*CH*(D2PN+CH/3.0*(D3PN+O.25*CH*D4PN)))
DP=DPN+CH*(D2PN+O.5*CH*(D3PN+CH*D4PN/3.0))
CH=CH-P/DP
SAMP(I)=XO+CH
CFX=DI-CH*E!*(PK+O.5*CH*(DPN+CH/3.0*(D2PN+O.25*CH*
& (D3PN+0.2*CH*D4PN))))
WEIGHT(I)=2.*(I.O-SAMP(I)*SAMP(I))/(CFX*CFX)
MM=N/2
DO 25 J=I,MM
IF(2*M.EQ.N) GOTO 22
S_MP(M+J)=-SAMP(M-J)
WEIGHT(M+J)=WEIGHT(M-J)
GOTO 25
SAMP(M+J)=-SAMP(M+_-J)
WEIGHT(M+J)=WEIGHT(M+I-J)
CONTINUE
IF(M+M.GT.N) SAMP(M)=O.O
RETURN
END
j.
SUBROUTINE SHAPE(NINT,XI,PHI)
COMMON/PARAMT/SOUND,GAMMA,ADMI,ADMO
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CC
I00
100
COMMON/PVALUE/XLENG,TLENG,IPERT,PI,EPSI,VISCO
DIMENSION XI(NINT),PHI(2,NINT)
DO I00 I=I,NINT
PHI(I,I)=0.5*(I.0-XI(1))
PHI(2,1):0.5*(I.0+XI(1))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PRIME(PZERO,UZERO,XX,TT,PPRIME,UPRIME)
COMMON/PARAMT/SOUND,GAMMA,ADMI,ADMO
COMMON/PVALUE/XLENG,TLENG,IPERT,PI,EPSI,VISCO
PPRIME=O.O
UPRIME=O.O
DO 100 I=i,12
CON=I*PI
CN=2.0*SQRT(I.0+CON:*2)/CON**2
PHASE=-ATAN(I.O/CON_
CK_N=CON/XLENG
OMEGA=CON*SOUND/XLEMG
XCON=CKN*XX
TCON=OMEGA*TT-PHASE
PPRIME=PPRIME+CN*COo(XCON)*SIN(TCON)
UPRIME=UPRIME+CN*SI_(XCON)*COS(TCON)
CONTINUE
PPRIME=EPSI*PZERO*PFRIME
UPRIME=EPSI*SOUND*UPRIME
RETURN
END
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